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LEARNING  
OUTCOMES: 
FOUNDATION DIPLOMA - UNIT 1 
1. Hav e a contextual awareness of  dif f erent perspectives and approaches 

within art and design subjects. 

2. Research, interpret and ev aluate inf ormation and ideas 

3. Solv e problems through the application of  art and design theoretical 

understanding 

4. Use research skills and sources to dev elop self -reliant learning 

strategies 

FOUNDATION DIPLOMA - UNIT 2 
1. Solv e problems through the application of  art and design practical 

understanding 

2. Dev elop and interrogate through observ ation, drawing and recording, a 

number of  creativ e solutions to a giv en objectiv e, proposal or subject  

3. Identif y , select and use appropriate media, materials and technologies 

f rom creativ e solutions. 

FOUNDATION DIPLOMA - UNIT 3 
1. Solv e problems through the application of  art and design technical 

understanding. 

2. Manipulate materials, tools and technologies saf ely , effectively and 

appropriately . 

3. Explore the potential and relev ance of  v arious methods, materials and 

media in relation to creativ e solutions. 

FOUNDATION DIPLOMA - UNIT 4 
1. Use ref lectiv e skills in order to rev iew how ef f ective plans, methods and 

actions hav e been made 

2. Record and ev aluate adv ice and guidance f rom a range of  appropriate  

sources including staf f and peers 

3. Analy se and ref lect on own learning to inf orm on current progress and 

possible f uture study  or work. 

4. Present themselv es and their own work. 

EXTENDED DIPLOMA - UNIT 10: 
1. Understand the characteristics and context f or a chosen art and design 

activ ity  

2. Be able to use knowledge of  the characteristics and context of  an art 

and design activ ity  

3. Be able to use ev aluation in support of  art and design activ ity  

 

 PROJECT  
OVERVIEW: 
 

In preparation for the first week of the 
course, you are asked to: 
 

 Research, gather and respond to the 
work of one artist/photographer from the 
list given at the end of this brief. 

 

 Research and evidence your thinking 
and interpretation of the concept of the 
ARK.   

 
 Create an ARK which is a homage to the 

chosen artist/photographer. 
 

 Produce a body of research which 
informs and supports the development 
your ideas. 

 
 Write a 200 word critical review of your 

work and learning as a result of this 
project. 

 
All the work you produce over the summer will 
be used to inspire the first project of the term. 
 

 



TASK  
OVERVIEW: 
 

1. GATHER  
We all know the story of Noah and the Ark. Now deconstruct what an Ark could mean. Consider the following:  
         a container for preserving                         a form of transport - through time or location 

         a testament                                                  a safe place 
         a taxonomy 
Gather information both visual and written on the Ark as concept in an untraditional way. Avoid all direct references 

to the biblical story of the Ark. As mentioned above, consider the Ark in a variety of ways.  Evidence this in an A3 
hardback (not spiral bound) sketchbook.  
 

2. RESEARCH 
Choose one artist from the list given below and begin researching and gathering evidence of a range of their work. 
This may involve you looking at all artists to get a sense of their work and in order to help you make your selection. 

Do not choose someone you already know in depth. Consider their concepts,  their choice of materials, techniques 
and processes employed and the type of outcomes they produce. Record all research visually and with written 
comment on what inspires and excites you about their work and what impact it has on your own ideas .  

 
3. DESIGN  
Begin designing a suitable Ark for this artist/photographer. In other words, if you were Josef Beuys what would your 

Ark look like, if you are inspired by photographer Martin Parr, how would you interpret this theme visually. In 
researching your chosen artist/photographer you must use actual images of their work and show a real 
understanding of how their mind would work in this creative task. Your images must be cited. i.e. Where did you get 

this image from? 
ART & DESIGN STUDENTS: From your research begin generating evidence of a range of ideas through drawings, 
models or other media.  
PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENTS: create 3-4 trial photography shoots, film or digital, monochrome or colour, consider 

wide angle, close-ups, diverse perspectives.  In this stage we are looking for you to explore a range of materials  and 
techniques used in different ways and to explore a breadth of ideas.   
 

4. MAKE  
ART& DESIGN STUDENTS: Design and make your Ark. Consider materials, scale, forms, colour and surface 
relevant to your ideas. Photograph / record the process of making in your sketchbook .   

PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENTS: produce a series of final photographic images and consider how these can be 
presented in a specific, narrative context.  Your final outcome should be recorded in your sketchbook. If you are 
making a film or sound piece record this as a series of screenshots or storyboard.  Any film or sound pieces should 

be saved on a USB stick. 
 
5. EVALUATE  

Conclude your project with a critical review of approx. 200 words. Discuss what went well and explain why?  What 
problems did you encounter and how did you try to solve them? 
 

All students should produce a minimum of 20 sketchbook pages from all the above tasks in addition to any 
Photo, Digital, 2D or 3D outcomes. 

 
CONTEXTUAL RESEARCH: 
All research imagery needs to have the artist or photographers’ name and website 
address referenced immediately underneath imagery, as seen on the front. 
 
Choose one of the following Artists /Photographers: 
Christian Boltanski, Joseph Beuys, Henri Cartier Bresson, Matthew Barney, Bill 
Brandt, Hussein Chalayan, Abigail Doan, Louise Bourgeois, Mark Dion, Bill Viola, 
Laure Provost, Lucy and Bart, Sarah Lucas, Marcel Duchamp, Richard Wentworth, 
Doris Salcedo, Clare Twomey, Daniel Libeskind, Zaha Hadid, Frank Gehry, Saul 
Bass, Paul Rand, Alison Wilding, Christo, Gordon Matta-Clark, Theo Jansen, Bruce 
Nauman, Jan Svankmejer, Alison Britton, Edmund de Waal, Irving Penn, Hannah 
Starkey, Luigi Ghirri, Guy Bourdin, Philip Lorca di Corcia, Eve Arnold, Erwin 
Blumenfeld, Alec Soth, Sophie Calle, Jessica Stockholder, Mark Powers, Uta Barth, 
Lucien Herve, Rinko Kawauchi. Martin Parr, Mark Leckey, Rebecca Horn, Hito 
Steyerl, Roger Hiorns, Zero Movement, Martin Margiela, Craig Green, Julian Stair 
(ceramics) 

 ASSESSMENT  
CRITERIA: 
FAD Unit 1:  

1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2,4.1, 4.2 

FAD Unit 2:  

1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2 

FAD Unit 3:  

1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2 

FAD Unit 4:  

1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2,4.1, 4.2 

ED Unit 10: 

1.1, 1.2,1.3, 2.1, 2.2,2.3 3.1, 3.2  
Refer to Stage One Handbook 
for specific assessment criteria. 

 

WHAT YOU NEED TO SUBMIT: 
Bring in on the first studio day: Summer Project Sketchbook work with all process, photos/ drawings/ research etc. 

All drawing media and A3 sketchbook, camera. 
 

 


